New Titles (continued)

Datlow, Ellen (ed.) The year’s best fantasy and horror (SCIFIC Yea)
Due, Tannarive Blood Colony (FIC Due)
Egolf, Tristan Kornwolf (FIC Ego)
Farriss, John Avenging Fury (FIC Far)
Hamilton, Laurell Skin Trade (SFIC Ham)
Hill, Joe 20th Century Ghosts (FIC Hil)
Heart shaped box (FIC Hil)
Izzo, Anthony Evil Harvest (FIC Izz)
Jones, Stephen (ed.) The Mammoth Book of Best New Horror (FIC Mam)
Kaminsky, Stuart (ed.) On a Raven’s Wing: New Tales in Honor of Edgar Allen Poe (FIC On)
Keene, Brian Dark Hollow (PB FIC Kee)
King, Tabitha and Michael McDowell Candles Burning (FIC Kin)
King, Stephen Just After Sunset (FIC Kin)
Laymon, Richard Cuts (FIC Lay)
Little, Bentley The Academy (PB FIC Lit)
Lovecraft, H.P. Necronomicon: The Best Weird Tales of H.P. Lovecraft (FIC Lov)
Lumley, Brian The Touch (SCIFIC Lum)
Masterton, Graham 5th Witch (FIC Mas)
Meyer, Stephenie New moon (YA FIC Mey)
Moore, Christopher You suck: a love story (FIC Moo)
Peretti, Frank E. House (FIC Per)
Piccirilli, Tom Headstone city (PB FIC Pic)
Sigler, Scott. Contagious (FIC Sig)
Sizemore, Susan Primal Needs (ROMFIC Siz)
Sosnowski, David Vamped (FIC Sos)
Smith, Scott The ruins (FIC Smi)
Straub, Peter (ed.) Poe’s Children: The New Horror: An Anthology (FIC Poe)
Stoker, Bram New Annotated Dracula (FIC Sto)
Wellington, David 99 Coffins: A Historical Vampire Tale (FIC Wel)

You're repulsed by it; you're attracted to it. It scares the daylights out of you, but you can't put it down... it's horror fiction. Come see what lurks in the stacks at the Westland Public Library.
Classic Authors
Guides to horror literature agree that these authors are masters of the genre:

Andrews, V. C.
Barker, Clive
Bierce, Ambrose
Blackwood, Algernon
Blatty, William Peter
Bloch, Robert
Bradbury, Ray
Bronte, Emily
Campbell, Ramsey
Collins, Wilkie
du Maurier, Daphne
Etchison, Dennis
Harris, Thomas
Hawthorne, Nathaniel
Herbert, James
Jackson, Shirley
King, Stephen
Koontz, Dean
Leiber, Fritz
Levin, Ira
Lewis, Matthew G.
Little, Bentley
Lovecraft, H. P.
Lumley, Brian
Matheson, Richard
McCammon, Robert
Michaels, Barbara
Oates, Joyce Carol
Poe, Edgar Allan
Rice, Anne
Saul, John
Shelley, Mary W.
Simmons, Dan
Stoker, Bram
Straub, Peter
Strieber, Whitley
Walpole, Horace
Wells, H. G.
Wilde, Oscar

Classic Titles
Here are listed some generally accepted core titles of the genre owned by the Library:

Blatty, William Peter *The exorcist* (FIC Bla)
Bloch, Robert *Psycho* (PB FIC Blo)
Bronte, Emily *Wuthering Heights* (FIC Bro)
Hawthorne, Nathaniel

*The house of the seven gables* (FIC Haw)
King, Stephen

*Carrie* (PB FIC Kin)
*The shining* (FIC Kin)
*The stand* (PB FIC Kin)
Leiber, Fritz

*Our lady of darkness* (PB SCIFIC Lei)
Levin, Ira *Rosemary's baby* (PB FIC Lev)
Lewis, Matthew G. *The monk* (FIC Lew)
Lovecraft, H.P.

*At the Mountains of Madness* (FIC Lov)
Matheson, Richard

*I am legend* (FIC Mat)
*The shrinking man* (PB FIC Mat)
Shelley, Mary W. *Frankenstein* (FIC She)
Stoker, Bram *Dracula* (FIC Sto)
Straub, Peter *Ghost story* (PB FIC Str)
Walpole, Horace

*The castle of Otranto* (FIC Fou)
Wells, H.G.

*The Island of Dr. Moreau* (SCIFIC Wel)
Wilde, Oscar

*The picture of Dorian Gray* (FIC Wil)

New Titles
Prolong your terror with some of these new titles and authors:

Adams, C. T. *Touch of Evil* (PB SCIFIC Ada)
Barlow, Toby *Sharp Teeth* (FIC Bar)
Benson, Amber *Initiation* (SCIFIC Ben)
Brooks, Max *World War Z: An Oral History of the Zombie Wars* (FIC Bro)
Campbell, Ramsey *Grin of the Dark* (FIC Cam)